DESTINATION UMED

More Travel Choices. More Opportunity.
What is Destination UMED?

Why is Destination UMED being done?

Destination UMED is a study to develop a
phased and actionable toolkit for district
stakeholders to improve travel to, from, and
within the University Medical District, or UMED.

As home to some of the biggest institutions in
Anchorage, UMED provides a robust mix of
employment, medical, housing, education, retail,
and recreational opportunities. It is a crucial
regional hub that continues to evolve from its
unique past while it looks to future growth and
opportunity.

This study will explore projects, policies, and
programs to reduce traﬃc congestion, improve
mobility choices, enhance equitable access to
district destinations, and support the next
decade of UMED growth and economic
development.

Who is leading the study?
Anchorage Metropolitan Area
Transportation Solutions (AMATS) will
manage the study in collaboration with district
stakeholders. An advisory committee,
representing a wide cross-section of UMED
stakeholders, will provide guidance and input
throughout the study.

The 2016 UMED District Plan recognized that to
reach its vision in a sustainable way, however,
UMED must take proactive steps to improve access
to the district, reduce vehicle trips, and mitigate
traﬃc congestion. A priority recommendation of
the 2016 Plan was to fund a transportation
demand management (TDM) study to
“…determine options for reducing
single-occupant vehicle travel into the District.”
Destination UMED is the implementation of this
priority recommendation from the UMED
community.

What is Transportation Demand Management (TDM)?
The primary goal of TDM is to provide more transportation options, give people choices to get
where they need to go, and make it possible to reduce single-occupancy vehicle trips over time.
TDM includes a combination of transportation services and amenities, parking management,
multimodal subsidies, and education to help people walk, bike, take transit, and share rides when
they travel to and from UMED.

What are the potential beneﬁts of TDM and more
transportation options for UMED?
Other communities who have invested in TDM and other transportation options have been able to:

Reduce vehicle
trips and mitigate
traffic congestion

Promote
sustainability and
reduce
transportation
emissions

Improve public
health

Enhance
transportation
equity

Improve employee,
resident, student,
and tenant
satisfaction

Support economic
growth and lower
development costs

Is this a study or evaluation of the Northern Access Road project?
No. Destination UMED is not a detailed assessment of any one project or infrastructure
improvement, but a comprehensive and long-term plan to improve UMED’s mobility options,
programs, and policies for all modes of travel and all types of district travelers.

What is the study area for Destination UMED?
The UMED area is bound by Lake Otis Parkway to the west, Baxter Rd. to the east, E Northern Lights
Blvd. to the north, and E Tudor Rd. to the south.
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What is the timeline?
This project began in April 2022 and is to be completed within about 14 months. There are several key
milestones for public input:
DISCOVERY

Fall 2022

Public Travel
Options Survey

DESIRE

Fall 2022

Community
Workshop #1:
Identify Issues
and Opportunities

DESIGN

Winter 2022

Community
Workshop #2:
Best Practices and
Strategy Prioritization

DOCUMENT

Spring 2023

Community
Workshop #3:
Strategy Evaluation and
Review Draft Plan

Summer 2023
Final TDM Plan

How will the community be involved?
This study is guided by an advisory committee and will seek input from a diverse set of
stakeholders to build community consensus and secure buy-in. Opportunities for community
input will include a travel survey, stakeholder interviews, community workshops, and public comment
on project documents.

Where can I ﬁnd out more?
Visit the project website to learn more and sign up for updates:
www.DestinationUMEDStudy.com
or contact Jon Cecil, jonathan.cecil@anchorageak.gov.

